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since its inception, the series has seen several different versions of the game, with
the arcade, home console and handheld versions gradually starting to converge in
recent years. the first home-console version, released in 1990, was developed by

and was called street fighter ii turbo, and included several different new gameplay
features as well as improved graphics and the ability to save replays. the first home-

console version released in the u.s. was street fighter alpha 2. a game boy color
port was released in japan titled street fighter zero 3, and it was the first game boy

color game with a game boy link cable. in 1998, the first in a series of game boy
advance ports was released, titled street fighter zero 3 upper. the first playstation 2
version, street fighter alpha 3, was released in 2003, and it included a new single-
player mode called tekken tag tournament. the first home version of street fighter

iv was released in 2005. it was the first street fighter title to include online
multiplayer. in 2007, the first japanese playstation portable version of street fighter
alpha 3 was released for the playstation portable. in 2009, a port of street fighter iii:
new generation, titled street fighter iii: third strike online edition, was released for

the playstation 3. the game is the fourth installment of the street fighter series, and
the third in the 4-on-4, 1-to-1, 2-to-2 fighting game genre. the game was officially

announced by capcom on december 2, 2004. street fighter iii: 3rd strike online
edition was released in japan on july 21, 2005. by early september, the game was in
development for the playstation portable and was expected to be released in north
america in december. on september 13, 2005, capcom announced that the release

had been delayed until the following april, and the release in north america was
rescheduled for march 11, 2006. the game was released on march 11, 2006, in the

united states for the playstation 2.
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unlike the first two street fighter games, street fighter iii: alpha 3 uses a new fighting system and the
same art style from street fighter ii. [3] the super combo meter is now replaced by the super attack
meter. in this game, players can choose between up to eight characters, from which six have to be

unlocked. as in street fighter alpha, the game allows two players to participate in a tournament, with
the winner of each match being awarded a super attack gauge. the player gains points for victories

and accumulates the gauge to perform special attacks. the game also introduces two new
characters, makoto and fei long. street fighter iii can be considered as a natural evolution of street

fighter ii's gameplay, and may be considered a major leap forward in the evolution of the game.
however, the number of main characters was cut from thirteen to nine, and the "fun factor" of the
game was considered to be slightly lower than its predecessors. [5] street fighter iii was developed
for the playstation 3 and xbox 360, although only the xbox 360 version of the game was released in

japan, and both versions of the game were released in the united states. [6] the ps3 version was also
released in europe. [2] the xbox 360 version features an unlockable "ultimate" difficulty setting. in

the ps3 version, the player can play as a secret character, fei long, although he was originally
featured in the arcade version. [7] 5ec8ef588b
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